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Scene 
Carl's cuts up 
Kittitas. 
CENTRAL 
WASHINGTON 
UNIVERSITY 
Outdoors 
ROTC practices 
orienteering near 
Manastash. · 
See Outdoors, page 1 2 
Sports 
Women's 
basketball 
redeems 
themselves. 
See Sports, page 15 
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Say ''I ao. ,, 
GALA stages wedding 
ceremony for Valentine's Day 
(Upper left) The brides and grooms each light a candle as part of the 
ceremony of GALA'S mock wedding on Monday, Feb. 12, in the Pit. 
(Lower left) As the GALA wedding is being prepared i.n the back, 
Linda Bautista and Matt Newland inform people on gay and lesbian 
equality, and sell pastries labeled "handmade by real homosexuals." 
See story on page 11. 
Budget cuts 
may lead to 
fewer 
professors 
by Amber Eagar 
Asst. news editor 
Central Washington University 
faculty and staff patiently wait and 
prepare, hoping the state legislature 
will not cut Central 's operating bud-
get for the next two years. If the bud-
get is reduced, adjuncts who are 
part-time faculty and faculty with 
one-year contracts risk losing some 
of the classes they teach because of 
budget cuts. The differer. . courses 
will not change, but the number of 
sections offered may. 
"These have been very, very hard 
decisions to make," Rebecca 
Bowers, dean of the college of edu-
cation and professional studies, said. 
The goal is to meet the needs of 
the students, uphold the contracts 
that have already been signed, and 
show consideration for those who 
are one-year and adjunct faculty. 
"We do highly value their (one-
year and adjunct faculties') work," 
Bowers said. 
One-year faculty sign a contract 
for the entire. academic year, while 
adjunct faculty sign a contract each 
quarter. Contracts for tenure and 
tenure track faculty were signed fall 
of last year. 
See CUTS, Page 4 
Price hikes hit students 
Parking fees to increase over the next couple of years 
by Jennifer Perkins 
Editor-in-Chief 
'' Central still has 
the lowest parking 
range in parking prices. Eastern 
Washington University students pay 
$180 for an academic year pass. 
Faculty and staff at the University of 
Washington pay between $321 and 
$1,285 to park. Some universities 
have waiting lists for permits. 
Religious club 
funding stalls 
Students and faculty calculating 
next year's budget can take into 
account additional revenue from an 
increase in the parking fees for the 
2001-2002 school year. 
"The parking fees have not been 
raised since 1994," Lt. Kevin 
Higgins said. "It's the logical time to 
do it." 
The fee to park is proposed to 
increase by $5 in Sept. 2001 for stu-
dents, and $5 more in Sept. 2002. 
Faculty and staff parking permits 
will increase by $10 in Sept. 2001 
and $10 more in Sept. 2002. 
"We know students bear the brunt 
fees of any of the 
Washington State 
colleges. ' ' 
- Kevin Higgil)s 
of fees so we increased the faculty 
and staff parking permits," Higgins 
said. "Central still has the lowest 
parking fees of any of the 
Washington state colleges." 
Higgins said a recent survey of 
Washington colleges showed a wide 
The Board of Trustees will 
review the proposal and vote on it 
during their meeting on April 13 at 
the Yakima Valley Community 
College. 
"The meeting will give us a 
chance to look at many of the student 
fees," Gwen Chaplin chair of the 
Board of Trustees said. "This time of 
year, we see many proposals for 
changes," Gwen Chaplin, chair of the 
Board of the Trustees said. 
by Ellie Giannoulas 
Staff reporter 
Religious clubs will not be able to 
receive club senate funding, the 
Associated Students of Central 
Washington University Board of 
Directors decided Tuesday. The 
board rescinded Club Senate's con-
stitution changes approved at the 
Jan. 11 Club Senate meeting and per-
mitted them to give religious clubs 
funding. However, the motion con-
flicted with the ASCWU-BOD con-
stitution and by-laws, which states 
funding can only be granted to clubs 
that are not affiliated with a religious 
organization or its primary purpose 
to engage in religious philosophy. 
Because Club Senate is an organi-
zation within the ASCWU-BOD, the 
BOD's constitution and by-laws take 
precedence over Club Senate's con-
stitution. 
Fbi religious organizations to 
receive funding in the future, the 
ASCWU-BOD must amend their 
own constitution and by-laws and 
approve it through the student body 
in a general election. 
Religious clubs cannot receive 
See BOD, Page 3 
Police 
Briefs 
Feb. 6, 7:11 a.m. 
Someone broke into the femi-
nine products dispenser in a 
Randall Hall restroom and took 
a maxipad and tampons. 
Feb. 6, 7:46 p.m. 
Officers responded to a fight 
between two students at 
Andersen Apartments. Both stu-
dents were arrested for domestic 
violence and assault. 
Feb. 7, 3:52 p.m. 
A resident at Student Village 
had a tool kit, sunglasses, 
cologne and a credit card stolen 
from their dorm room. 
Matt Erickson/Observer 
This first floor foyer still displays the classic brickwork and rough-cut timbers used in the original construction of the 
building. 
Feb. 7, 10:15 p.m. 
A snake got out of its cage in 
the Science Building. A profes-
sor was called to put the snake 
back in its cage. 
Feb. 9, 10:55 p.m. 
Campus police assisted the 
Ellensburg Police Department 
with an unruly crowd at the Elks 
Lodge. 
Architects bring Kamola into the 
21st Century through remodel 
Feb. 11, 2:30 p.m. 
A vehicle in the N- l 9 lot had 
its tires slashed. 
Feb. 11, 7:25 p.m. 
A student in Nicholson 
Pavilion injured his ankle. He 
thought it was broken and in a fit 
of rage kicked a display case and 
broke some glass. His ankle was 
only sprained. 
Feb. 11, 11:46 p.m. 
A resident of Davis Hall had 
a Minolta camera and some 
money stolen. 
Feb. 12, 12:17 a.m. 
A sheet of paper on a door in 
Steven_s-Whitney was lit on fire. 
For more information on cam-
pus crime and updates on cases visit 
the campus police Website at 
www.cwu.edu/-police. 
by Heather Askew 
Asst. copy editor 
Kamola Hall, the second oldest building on 
the Central Washington University campus, has 
remained uninhabited and largely unused for 
the past two years. However, Kamola may be 
reopened for residential living as soon as 2002. 
For the past two years, Kamala has been 
used as a storage facility for the theatre arts 
department and the laundry facilities have been 
used by dining and housing services. During 
the summer, meetings for various camps and 
conferences have also taken place there. Now, 
a committee composed of students, faculty and 
alumni is deciding how best to renovate the 
l 9th century building so it meets safety and 
American Disability Act codes. The architect 
. for the project is currently assessing Kamala to 
determine what changes are absolutely neces-
sary and how much time and money will be 
needed to make these changes. 
Kamola was the original residence hall for 
Central, and is different than any other resi-
dence hall on campus because no two rooms 
are .alike. Ken Baxter, director of conference 
and residential services, said the goal in remod-
eling is to retain the uniqueness of each room 
while adding amenities such as high speed 
sLiilimer sessions, hawai'i 
* 6 weeks, 6 credits, as low as $2,550 (based on typical 
costs of tuition, room & board, books, and estimated airfare) 
Term 1: May 21-June 29 • Term 2: July 2-August 10 
www.summer.hawaii.edu •toll-free 1 (800) 862-6628 
University of Hawai'i at Minoa, Summer Sessions 
internet access and up-to-date cable hook-ups, 
as well as an elevator for disabled students. 
Other changes will not be seen by students, 
such as updated electrical wiring in the walls. 
Baxter also hopes to acquire period piece fur-
niture to replace the typical residence hall 
chairs and couches and to return to a similar 
look and feel of the original set-up. 
The remodeled Kamala Hall will be used by 
residential services to entice upperclassmen to 
live on campus rather than moving into off-
campus apartments. 
"U will represent a real university experi-
ence," Baxter said, in reference to the appeal of 
living in Kamola as opposed to off-campus 
apartments. 
The projected date for reopening Kamola as 
a residence hall is fall quarter of 2002. The 
remodel team hopes to have dates for each seg-
ment of the remodel by May 2001. Baxter said 
one option may be to update half of the build-
ing first and allow students to move in while 
the other half is being renovated. This would 
be made possible because of the structure of 
the building. Kamola is actually two buildings 
connected only by the second floor. The origi-
nal building consisted of the section nearest the 
SUB, while the building along 8th Avenue was 
added later. 
Matt Erickson/Observer 
The exterior of Kamala will retain its 
historic charm throughout the remodel. 
Write for the Observer. 
Call Lois Bre.edlove at 963-1073. 
.. 
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"Professional Health Care 
with a Personal Touch!" 
Insurance • Personal Injury 
labor & Industries • Medicare 
. Massage Theraov Available 
962-2570 
Located Close to Campus 
:. 1011 N. Alder St., Ellensburg .: 
Grant offers students a 
chance to better serve 
by Melissa Mitchell 
Assist. news editor 
A $517 ,607 grant provided by the 
Department of Education gives stu-
dents a chance to enrich their educa-
tion by adding a community service 
element to the curriculum. 
"Academic Service Learning is 
one of the newer forms of instruc-
tional strategies to facilitate learn-
ing," Osman Alawiye, grant co-
author said. "We are trying to stay 
abreast of the current trends." 
Central is one of five schools out 
of 29 that applied to recieve the 
grant. 
The program, which began out of 
Eastern Michigan University, gives 
students a chance to put knowledge 
learned in the classroom to work in 
the community. 
Thomas Wellock, assistant histo- · 
ry professor, wants to use some fund-
ing from the grant to work with the 
director of the city library to estab-
lish an oral history project for his stu-
dents. 
"It will give the students expo-
sure to a historical perspective they 
can't get from a textbook," Wellock 
said. 
''It will give 
students 
exposure to 
a historical 
perspective 
they can't 
get from a 
textbook. ' ' 
- Thomas Wellock 
Some of the other departments 
participating in the program include 
graphic design, communications, 
accounting, family and consumer 
sciences and leisure services. 
Ten professors nominated annu-
ally to participate in the grant by 
adding a service learning component 
to their classes will receive resources 
and financial support to help make 
the transition easier. 
Student one act plays 
Central Washington University's 
theatre arts department will present 
eight original one act plays March 6-
10. These plays are written, directed 
and acted entirely by Central stu-
dents. 
Four plays will be presented each 
evening, with the first bill running 
March 6, 8 and l 0, while the second 
bill will be shown March 7 and 9. In 
order to see all eight shows, atten-
dees must purchase tickets for two 
consecutive dates. 
Tickets are $3 for each evening of 
shows, and can be purchased at the 
Tower Theatre Box Office. The box 
office is open M-F from noon-5 p.m. 
For more information about the festi-
val or to purchase tickets, contact the 
box office at 963-1774. 
BOD: expanding funds 
Continued from Page 1 
funding until next year if the consti-
tution and by-laws are changed. 
"It's unfortunate that we have to 
wait until next year to see if religious 
clubs get funding or not," Mindy 
Widmyer, vice president of clubs 
and organizations, said. "There are 
many clubs doing positive things for 
the community and we can't help 
them." 
Widmyer also presented the 
BOD with other changes made to the 
Club Senate constitution last 
Thursday, which would expand . 
funding to travel expenses, registra-
tion, guest speakers, hotel, advertis-
ing and educational supplies for all 
clubs. These changes may be 
approved by the BOD next week. 
YOU'VE HAD UNPROTECTED SEX. 
noN 1 T WAIT FOR A PERIOD 
THAT MAY NEYER COME. 
.~ 
EMERGENCY CONTRACEPTION 
CAN PREVENT .PR~GNANCY Uf TO' 72 HOURS AFTER S~X. 
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Flu bug infects Central 
by Heather Bell 
Staff reporter 
Crowded doctors offices and 
long lines at local pharmacies are 
sure signs of flu season. 
"It (the flu) leaves you com-
pletely wiped out, and takes a 
while to get over," Selia Johnson, 
registered nurse at the student 
health and counseling center, said. 
Influenza, commonly called -
the flu, hits the Central 
Washington University campus 
around this time each year and 
spreads from person to person like 
wildfire. 
Common symptoms include 
all-over body aches, a chest cold, a 
cough and a high fever. 
The flu can last for extended 
periods of time, anywhere from a 
VVhen you'r hungry fa 
a midnight.snack, caH 
Domino's. We'H deliver 
a hot fresh, made to 
order pizza right to yrur 
door. Call Domino's. 
We make House Calls. 
few days to over a week. 
This can lead to a lot of missed 
classes for some students. 
One student said she thinks 
professors should be more under-
standing when students are sick, 
particularly if the student has a 
family or sick children. 
Influenza is a virus and can be 
treated with anti-viral drugs. 
These drugs must be administered 
to the patient within the first day 
or two of feeling ill. They work to 
reduce the number of days a 
patient is affected by the bug. 
"It's important to watch for 
complications with other illnesses 
when a person has the flu," 
Johnson said. 
This winter, the health center 
has also treated a high number of 
patients with strep throat and the 
Callus 
925-6941 
8th & Anderson 
www.dominos.quikorder.com 
11 am-1 am Sun-Thur 
11am-2am Fri.Sat. 
common cold. 
Illnesses treated with the prop-
er medications, antibiotics for bac-
terial infections and over-the-
counter relief for viruses, can 
speed up the healing process. 
The stomach flu, which 
. involves nausea and vomiting, can 
be dangerous too. Johnson stress-
es the importance of keeping 
hydrated. 
There are several signs a per-
son is too sick to go to school. 
The health center staff advises stu-
dents to stay home if they have a 
continuing high fever, when vom-
iting, or if they have a severe 
headache. 
If students do go to school, 
make sure to wash hands often and 
try to keep coughing and sneezing 
away from classmates. 
•••••••• , r 
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WORLD BEAT 
El Salvadoran earthquake the 
second major quake in a month 
El Salvador suffered a second 
massive earthquake on February 
13, 2001, exactly one month after 
another quake destroyed much of 
the city of San Vicente and left 
100,000 people homeless. The lat-
est quake measured 6.1 in magni-
tude, killing 173 people so far and 
injuring another 1,557. The relief 
group CARE will continue its 
effort to help the victims. 
Germany calls for the U.S. and 
Russia to work together 
The German foreign minister 
during his two day visit to 
Moscow called for Russia and the 
U.S. to put aside their differences 
and work together to solve the 
arms control problem. Russia and 
the U.S. disagree over plans for a 
new U.S. missile defense shield. 
U.S. -nuclear submarine sinks 
Japanese fishing boat 
Two civilians were at the control 
of two of the three stations on a 
U.S . Navy nuclear submarine last 
week when it crashed into and 
sank a Japanese fishing trawler . . 
The trawler was carrying Japanese 
students when it was struck. 
Twenty-six people ' from the 
Japanese boat were rescued. 
Guests on the U.S. ship were sit-
ting in the helm position and at the 
ballast control mechanism, , but 
Pentagon officials say the practice 
of letting a guest sit at the controls 
has nothing to do with the crash. 
Bush ready to leave Clinton 
investigation in the past 
President Bush calls for an 
end to the probes into the actions 
of the Clinton administration, 
including the 140 pardons that 
were granted last month. Vice 
President Dick Cheney is con-
cerned that continuing the investi-
gation will affect the move to the 
Bush administrations agenda. 
Successful landing of NEAR 
space craft encouraging 
After a surprise landing by the 
NEAR-Shoemaker space craft on 
the Eros asteroid, NASA is 
expected to extend the mission by 
a week. NEAR was sent to the 
asteroid to gather information 
about the properties of the aster-
oid. 
I •I • 
_..,ELLENSBURG EYE ~ & CONTACT LENS CLINIC 
Modern Eye Care 
Old-Fashioned Caring 
William R Meyer O.D. Robert D. Davis O.D., F.A.A.O. 
•Eye Examinations •After Hours Emergency Eye Care 
1 •Fasb.ion Eye Wear •Safety Sport Wear •Bill Most Insurance 
511 N. Pine, 
Ellensburg 
Great Selection of 925-1000 
Contact Lens Colors and 1_877_890-LENS Affordable Prices! (5367) 
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I Celebration I 
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Sue Lom6anfViniP1£J 'Room 
:fehruary 21, 2001 
:five o'clock 
Award recipients: 
5\ndrea Vugan, I :>irector of_ Kittitas County Prevention Services 
Vr. (jary :frederick, Professor of Physical Education/Softball Coach 
Linda :Mac'Dicken, I lcalthcare Specialist/Physician's Assistant 
Nominees: 
Dr. Louise '.Baxter, Professor of Biology & Science Department 
Jos.n 'Dazel/. Pres1deilt of Young Republicans/Student 
Sarafi J-{awkins, Circle K Club/Student 
Dr. 'Brenda J-{u66artf, Chair of The-a1re Deparunent 
'Dr. ~Martha .'Kurtz, Professor of Chemistry Department 
Mary Owens, (;C1lt'r:tl Manager of Charte.- Comnrunicat:ions 
Cami 'R£ink.e, lnrenor Designer 
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.\va1l.1hlc ar Jerrol's, rhc l'.llcn.hurg Chamhcr of Commerce, and Central's SUB Information Booth 
Organizations vie for 
two million in funds 
by Heather Bell 
Staff reporter 
Central Washington University 
has been working under a strict bud-
get this year and it seems there is no 
money to spare. But one organiza-
tion on campus has an abundance of 
money and has not yet decided how 
to spend it. 
The Service and Activities fund-
ing committee (S&A), which funds 
all clubs on campus, including the 
AssoCiated Students of Central 
Washington University Board of 
Directors, various student activities 
and organizations such as Tent 'n 
Tube, Ticketmaster and the Wildcat 
Wellness Center, is currently decid-
ing how to allocate money to all the 
different groups they support. Every 
two years, the S&A committee, 
which consists of six students and 
three faculty members, receives a 
certain amount of money based on 
student enrollment. This year the 
S&A committee has $2 million. The 
$2 million comes directly out of stu-
dent's tuition and fees. 
Every Friday, clubs and organiza-
tions the S&A supports have a 
chance to make proposals to the 
committee and present prospective 
budgets. Once the proposals are 
heard, the committee decides how 
much money to allot the different 
organizations. 
"We tend to focus on student pri-
orities," Justin Silvers, S&A chair-
person, said. "Every student con-
tributes, and the money is there to 
help students." 
The Quality of Life Project, 
which will remodel the Samuelson 
Union Building (SUB) and possibly 
remodel -the recreation and housing 
facilities, is asking for $400,000 for 
the next two years. It will be up to 
the committee to decide how much 
money the project will receive. 
Currently, a total of 36 groups are 
requesting funds from.the S&A. The 
amount groups are requesting totals 
more than the committee can offer. 
This means not every club or organi-
zation will receive all the money 
they are requesting. Some groups 
are requesting less money than they 
have asked for previously; this helps 
S&A see where- funds are most 
essential and where they are not 
needed any longer. 
"We are trying not to just cut a 
certain amount from each group, but 
to prioritize," Silvers said. 
Because some groups asking for 
funds affect almost all students on 
campus, like the SUB project, and 
others affect only specific students, 
like the marching band, for example, 
the S&A committee tries to serve the 
majority of the student body the best 
way it can. 
Clubs and organizations are able 
to request money from S&A at any 
time, or request a one time only bud-
get; however, these general budgets 
are only established once every two 
years. 
People interested in learning 
more about the S&A fee committee 
can attend meetings held at 4 p.m. 
every Tuesday in the library, room 
152. 
CUTS:Unstable contracts 
Continued from Page 1 
Bowers decided to inform the 
faculty about the possibility of not 
ren~wing 1contracts next year. She did 
it as a courtesy so one-year and 
adjunct faculty would not be sur-
prised about the status of their con-
tracts next year. 
Central' s operating budget is 
based on the number of students 
enrolled and the number of credits 
students are taking. Recent low 
enrollment, however, could mean a 
smaller operating budget for the next 
couple of years. 
"Bottom line, we don 't know 
what our budget will be next year," 
Liahna Armstrong, dean of the col-
lege of arts and humanities, said. 
Faculty and staff members are 
planning the academic schedule for 
next year in anticipation that budget 
cuts from the legislature will happen. 
"We're hoping this year is an 
anomaly," Armstrong said. 
If enrollment does increase, • 
Central can ask the legislature to 
increase funding for the school and 
increase the number of classes 
offered. 
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photos by Kim Nowacki/Observer 
Kind 
hearts, 
Cupid 
and 
warm 
coffee 
embrace 
the SUB 
Students walking into the SUB this week couldn't help but get that 
warm and fuzzy feeling inside. This is thanks in part to the Service-
Learning and Volunteer Center which sponsored Random Acts of 
Kindness Week. RHC members James Hogan and Megan Fuhlman 
(above) ran a Pictures with Cupid booth where passers-by got their 
pictures taken with Cupid (aka Nick French). Everything from free 
cookies and coffee to a simple smile helped makes people's days a 
little brighter. About 25 clubs participated in the week long display 
of kindness. 
The Hot Lava Burn Monkey Club handed out personalized balloons 
and treats. Club president Jozef Urban hands Stacie Huffman a rice 
krispie treat as josh Nolte decorates a balloon (left). 
Public Relations Student Society of America sold roses for secret 
admirers. PRSSA member Andrea Komperda looks on as Jeff Shaflik 
fills out a card for his girlfriend (bottom left). 
so FREE . 
it comes with a gift 
Feb. 15, 2001 - opinion - Observer 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY 
The Observer welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be sub-
mitted by 5 p.m., Monday before the week of publication. Letters 
must be typewritten and less than 350 words. 
All letters must include your name and phone number for verifica-
tion. In addition, only one letter a month will be accepted from an 
individual. 
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar, 
libel and matters of taste. Anonymous letters will not be published. 
Send letters by mail or e-mail to: The Observer, CENTRAL, 
Ellensburg, WA 98926-7435; observer@cwu.edu or by fax at (509) 
963-1027. 
Observance 
Alcohol keeps our state ferries 
afloat; jeopardizes other ~rivers 
Whether traveling 'home or touring the stati, many of you fellow 
Washingtonians out there probably take the ferries. 
As a person who often . drives to my folks' house on Whidbey 
Island, ferry rides are nothing new to me. However, it wasn't until a few 
weeks ago, when I actually had enough cash to purchase an overpriced 
scone and hot cocoa from the Starboard Cafe, that I noticed a menu 
hanging near the coffee dispensers. As I read down the list of breakfast 
and lunch items, I couldn't believe what I saw: Washington State fer-
rje~ sell beer and wine on board . . 
While I didn't see anyone running to the register to purchase these 
alcoholic beverages, I couldn't help but think of the danger involved in 
the sale to drivers. DR.ONKS AHo'f.' 
Ferry rides can vary in crossing time from 15 minutes, to the more 
common 30-40 minutes, and even several hours if you're going to 
Victori.a, B.C. The problem I see with selling alcohol, especially on the 
short rides, is people do not have enough time to burn off the alcohol 
before jumping behind the wheel, driving off the ferry and into traffic. 
Cartoon by Jed Waits 
It takes about an hour for the average person to burn off one drink, 
be it a glass of wine or a bottle of beer, and even more time if a person 
consumes multiple drinks. Of course, this estimate of an hour can 
depend on how much food is in your stomach, but the fact of the mat-
ter is, I don't know of anyone who can burn off a glass of wine in 15 
minutes. 
•••• 
, This is crazy. People over the age of 21, if they are passengers: dri-
vers or walk-ons, can purchase and consume alcohol on ferries. People 
don't have the opportunity to let the alcohol digest before they get into 
their cars when the ferry docks and begin driving under the influence. 
In a restaurant, you can drink alcohol, eat a mea1 and sit around until 
the buzz is gone before driving home, but on ferries, you don't have that 
option. It's like the Washington State Department of Transportation 
(DOT) is encouraging drinking and driving. 
So what if we haven't seen any crashes related to the sale of alcohol 
on these boats in the news lately? That doesn't mean it won't happen, 
and it doesn't mean we can't start thinking of a better way to pay for 
the ferry system. 
The sale of alcohol does help fund the ferries, but I would much 
rather pay an increased ferry toll or hand over$ IO for a breakfast sand-
wich. I'd be willing to pay any price to keep other people on the road 
safe from drunk drivers. It's contradictory to post signs saying the legal 
blood-alcohol limit is .08% along our roads, and then have the Marriott 
Food Services provide alcohol on our Washington State ferries. 
. Driving on the same roads with those who decide to booze-up dur-
ing a ferry ride is dangerous, and the DOT is negligent to let it happen. 
There are enough drunk drivers out there as it is, and the ferries should 
not contribute to that number. We can't afford to wait until some is hurt 
or killed to make a change. 
- Jennifer Perkins 
Students need to realize how their 
'dining dollars' are spent 
Dear Editor, 
Imagine going to Holmes West for dinner, and for a 
meal supposedly costing $2.65 on your card, you are real-
ly paying up to $13.17. Although students are offered a 
dramatic 63% discount at many of the dining facilities, 
including Holmes East, West and the Depot Deli, what 
students may not realize is while an amount in "dining 
dollars" appears on your food card, a higher figure repre-
senting the actual dollar amount appears elsewhere. 
A student's pre-paid debit account covers only the 
cost of food when eating in the residential dining facili-
ties. However, there is another expense not attached to 
the debit account, but to the residential bill. This expense, 
an extra $1, 745 for the 2000-01 academic year, entails 
operating costs that cover labs, supplies, custodial and 
maintenance, as well as other expenses. 
For the school year, a student with the largest meal 
plan is actually charged $2,900. The. middle meal plan 
costs students $2,600, while the smallest meal plan costs 
$2,300 for the year. This means that each week, you are 
paying an additional $52.88 over the cost of dining to 
cover overhead. The fall quarter contains the highest per-
centage of overhead cost for dining services. The per-
centage of cost decreases in the winter quarter to 33% of 
the annual cost, and 27% in the spring quarter. 
Because each meal plan is paid for at the beginning of 
each quarter, students are informed that their debit 
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accounts are non-refundable. At the end of the year, if 
there is a dollar amount that remains, students must use 
the money at one of the dining facilities, or the leftover 
money is simply kept by Dining Services and used for 
capitol improvements. 
Some returning students may have noticed the new 
lighting in Holmes West. The money to fund this project 
came from revenue earned by dining services through 
remaining meal account balances and oond redemption 
from other budgets. Dining Services also help the 
RESNET project to provide Ethernet, which costs $2 mil-
lion. 
Dining Services informs students that it is our respon-
sibility to spend the money, knowing that it is non-
refundable. However, if you find that your meal plan is 
not efficient, the plans can either be reduced or increased 
anytime during th_e school year by contacting the 
Connection Card office located in Sue Lombard at 963-
2711. 
As students, we are directly affected by the quality of 
services, as well as the educational opportunities provid-
ed here at Central. 
Those of us who live in residence halls and eat at the 
dining facilities, should take a closer look at what is being 
provided for us anG be aware of the actual cost of those 
services. 
Melissa Eby 
ASCWU-BOD Staff 
DEADLINES j 
Listed below are the deadlines for The Observer. The Observer 
office, located in Bouillon room 222, is open weekdays from 9 a.m. to 
S~m . 
Submissions can be brought to the office or by mail, The Observer, 
CWU, Ellensburg.WA 98926 or by fax at 963-1027. 
• Friday, 5 p.m. - Entertainment, meetings, calendar events for the 
Observer calendar. • Monday, 3p.m. - Spectacle and weekend sports 
information. Monday, 5 p.m. - Letters to the editor. 
• Thursday, 5 p.m. - Display ads. • Monday, 5 p.m. - Classified ads. 
To place advertising contact your advertising representative, call the 
Observer business office at (509) 963-1026 or fax information to 
963-1027. 
Alpha Phi Omega 
SUB 209, 5 p.m. 
American Indian Science and Engineering 
Society (AISES) 
SUB, 12 p.m. 
Baptist Student Ministries 
Chestnut Baptist Church, 8 p.m. 
Circle K 
M·E.E<T. ·I·N·.G"' :S' 
.. . • . . . . . ' ..  ~ - .~ 
••• 
Association for Computing Machinery 
(ACM) 
Hebeler 121, 6 p.m. 
Swing Cats 
SUB ballroom, 7 p.m. 
CWU Rodeo Club 
SUB 208, 7 p.m. 
CWU Green Party 
SUB 210, 7 p.m. 
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CWU Astronomy Club 
Lind Hall 215, 8 p.m. 
Circle K 
SUB 204, 5:30 p.m. 
Campus Ambassadors 
I 
SUB 210/211, 6:30 p.m. 
SUB Owhi, 5 p.m. 
CWU Horn Club 
Hertz, 12 p.m. 
1:i111::1[:11:11111:1111111·::1111 111111111:11111111111·11:~111:1:·1:· :1:11:11:1:1111::1~~ 
Campus Crusade for Christ 
SUB Ballroom, 7 p.m. 
Health Education 
PE 208, 5 p.m. 
International Student Association -
International Office, 4 p.m. 
Phi Beta Lambda 
Shaw-Smyser 132, 6 p.m. 
Philosophy Club 
SUB Owhi, 7 p.m. 
Psychology Club 
Psych Lounge, 10 a.m. 
Student Council for Exceptional Children 
SUB 208, 6 p.m. 
11111:11111. 1111111:111111n1i:111111 1111111111111111111111111 111 111:·1.1111111111111:111111111·1111111111111 
Catholic Campus Ministry Mass 
Mary Grupe Center, 7 p.m. 
Alpha Kappa Psi 
SUB 204/205 , 6:30 p.m. 
American Choral Directors Association 
Hertz 120, 3:30 p.m. 
American Sign Language Organization 
SUB 7 p.m. 
Art Council 
Randall 231, 5 p.m. 
Jewish Student Organization 
SUB 105, 7 p.m. 
Marketing Club 
Shaw-Smyser 111, 7 p.m. 
Music Educators National Conference 
Hertz Hall, 4:30 p.m. 
Washington Student Lobby 
SUB 116, 6 p .m. 
Latter-Day Saint Student Association 
LDS Building, 10:30 a.m. 
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship 
Mary Grupe Center, 7 p .m. 
To be listed, email perkinsj@cwu.edu 
Gue,st C:olumn :, 
The ASCWU-BOD is up to more than no good 
... , 
Shawn Palmer 
ASCWU-BOD Executive VP 
molecules in SUB 116. 
In a surpnsmg 
development, it 
seems we "resume-
padd111g" members 
of your Board of 
Directors (BOD), or 
student government, 
have actually been 
up to a little more 
than wasting the 
precious oxygen 
ASCWU-BOD President Maren Oates and 
Vice President for Political Affairs Ryan 
McMichael recently returned from touring the 
student union facilities at Washington State 
University. In our efforts to ensure the Quality 
of Life Project (formerly referred to as the 
"Super SUB") maximizes benefits for future 
Central students, Maren has been researching 
other institutions' failures and successes with 
new non-academic building projects. She and 
other students have also been meeting with 
consultants from Brailsford and Dunlavey, a 
firm from Washington, D.C. 
If you'd like to ask about what services may 
be provided, where and when construction will 
begin, or the proposed fee structure to cover the 
costs of this project, your president can always 
be reached at 963-1693. 1 
Meanwhile, Ryan has remained busy with 
the Office of Legislative Affairs (OLA) and the 
Washington Student Lobby (WSL), pushing for 
a sales tax exemption on required textbooks 
and prohibiting the use of social security num-
bers for student identification. His new project 
is Safe Ride. It may be possible to transition the 
handling of Central 's controversial "drunk bus" 
to an off-campus operator. There is potential to 
keep the costs the same while greatly improv-
ing services to students. The WSL meets every 
Tuesday after the BOD meeting (about 6 p.m.) 
in SUB 116. 
ASCWU-BOD Vice President for Clubs and 
Organizations Mindy Midmyer, and Vice . 
President for Equity and Community Service 
Skyler Zoppi are organizing "Club Madness." 
It combines the sport aspect of "Battle of the 
Clubs" with the party atmosphere of Midnight 
Madness. Slated for May 10 at 8 p.m. in 
Nicholson Pavilion, it is open to all student 
organizations. Two words: huge prizes. More 
information will be posted in the Observer 
soon, but you can get the scoop . now from 
Mindy or Skyler at ascwu@cwu.edu. 
In our efforts to keep you, the students, bet-
ter informed about the issues that affect us 
most, we update our website weekly. It features 
information about current projects, plenty of 
email links so you'll be more tempted to tell us 
what you think, and online polls to better record 
student feedback. The whole premise behind 
this site is to post information regarding student 
issues and concerns so the answers to one stu-
dent's questions are available to everybody. It 
links the OLA and Clubs' homepages, as well 
as a page devoted to the S&A Committee. The 
ASCWU-BOD website is best accessed 
through the Central home page (www.cwu.edu) 
by clicking on "student government." 
That's it for this week, fellow Wildcats. If 
you have questions or would like to offer us 
your opinion on something, please stop by SUB 
116 and tell us. While you ' re there, we may 
even be able to help you with your resume. 
Hot Lava Burn Monkey 
Godfather's Pizza, 5 p.m '. 
PRSSA 
SUB 206/207, 5 p.m. 
National Broadcasting Society 
Bouillon 215, 12 p .m. 
PE Club 
PE 138, 12 p.m . 
Recreation and Leisure Club 
PE 114, 5:30 p.m. 
Residence Hall Council 
Barto Lounge, 6 p.m. 
Social Services Association 
Farrell 111, 12 p.m and 6 p.m. 
Society of Science Services 
Science Building 311, 1 p .m . 
Sociology Association 
Farrell Hall 111, 12 p.m. and 6 p.m. 
Travel and Tourism Club 
Phys Ed 114, 4:30 p.m. 
Trombone Consort 
Hertz 121, 9 :30 p.m. 
Cartoon by Jed Waits 
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"An intelligent man is sometimes forced 
to be drunk to spend time with his fools." 
-Ernest Hemingway 
Kittitas Carl makes the cut 
by Ellie Giamwulas 
Online Reporter 
Walking into the shop, customers 
first notice the I 93 colorful baseball 
caps -donated by customers to their 
favorite barqer in town. 
Leaning on a black leather chair, 
waiting for the next customer to 
arrive, Carl Lowe, owner of Carl's 
Barber Shop in Kittitas, talks about 
how his business started. 
At IS, Lowe attl!nded barber . 
school in Yakima. At 16, Lowe took 
the state barber boards, the youngest 
person to ever take the test in the 
state. Lowe cut hair for the next 20 
year~ and then took a break and 
worked in construction. 
He opened Carl's Barber Shop 
opened in February 1996. He decided 
to go back into business because of 
the poor-quality haircuts he noticed 
in town. 
Most shops are either hair stylists 
or beauty salons; their employees 
haven't been to barber school. Lowe 
· is different; he graduated from barber 
school. 
The '50s and '60s hairstyles are 
coming back, and Lowe admits he 
knows exactly how to cut hair the 
right way. Lowe's specialties are 
flat-tops and Princeton haircuts, 
David Burnett/Observer 
Customers who make the pilgrimage out to Carl's Barber Shop in Kittitas receive more 
than just a trim; Ron Damm, a Kittitas resident, enjoys the massage accompanying his 
hair cut. 
(longer on the sides, combed back 
into a "duck tail" and flat on the top). 
"I take pride in what I do and do 
the best job possible," Lowe said. 
Lowe charges $8 for a haircut, 
cheaper than other places in town. 
Each haircut is done in 30 minutes 
and consists of a lather up and shave 
around the ears, a cut with a straight 
razor and a vibrator to massage the 
neck and shoulders. These tech-
niques are hard to find nowadays; 
Lowe does everything the old fash-
ioned way. 
"Carl gives a good haircut," 
Harold Miller, a 76-year-old Kittitas 
customer, said. 
Lowe's customers come from all 
over the state - Falls City, Moses 
Lake, Othello, Royal City and Cle 
Elum- t0 get their hair cut. 
"It is not a long drive out here; _ 
actually, it is a relaxing drive," Lowe 
said. 
Among his customers are many 
Central football, basketball and base-
ball players who don't mind the brief 
drive. Lowe keeps up with Central's 
sports so he can relate to his younger 
customers. 
"You know you will get a good 
haircut, and it's fun to sit there and 
talk with Carl," Tim Akins, senior 
baseball player, said. 
Classic film series btings 
touch of class to campus 
Student finds budding music scene 
and fine eatin' in friendly Cle Elum 
by Kelly Allen 
Staff Reporter 
Film lovers, as well as 
those interested in echoes of the 
past. will be treated to a special 
event next Tuesday when 
Central's Classic Film Series pre-
sents "The Phantom of the 
Opera." 
The 1925 silent film will be 
presented as it was meant to be 
seen. The 35 millimeter print will 
be accompanied_ on piano by 
Robert Israel, a Los Angeles com-
poser and film historian, with a 
score he wrote specifically for this 
film. David Burt, a retired Central 
professor involved with the 
Classic Film Series since 1977, is 
responsible for bringing Israel 
here for this special occasion. 
"It's a good chance to see dif-
ferent styles of acting and cine-
matography," Burt said. "Its also 
an opportunity to see one of the 
greatest actors of his time." 
Lon Chaney, the legendary 
master of disguise famous for 
applying his own makeup, is the 
' 'It's a good 
chance to 
see different 
styles. ' ' 
-David Burt 
star. 
"Chaney was very good at 
transforming himself into a mon-
ster that one could believe in," 
Burt said. "This particular mon-
ster had romantic motives, which 
makes the film closer to "Beauty 
and the Beast" than "The Creature 
from the alack Lagoon." 
Israel will give a brief intro-
duction and discuss the history of 
silent film before the presentation. 
The show begins at 7 p.m. on 
Tuesday night in McConnell 
Auditorium. Tickets are $2.50 and 
bargain passes, good for any 5 
entries, are available for $8. 
Located deep in the Kittitas Valley, 
lies the quaint, country town of Cle 
Elum. Cle Elum is one of those 
towns people pass but usually visit. 
In most cases, small towns are fun to 
visit and Cle Elum is no exception. 
It was clear and sunny the day we 
traveled. The first thing I noticed 
when we arrived were the snow-
capped Cascades surrounding the 
town. The beautiful view from there 
made me feel one with nature. 
Our first stop in town was Cascade Recording studios. 
Yes, believe it or not, Cle Elum has a recording studio. 
Surprisingly, hardly anyone in this close-knit town of 
1800 people knows about it. 
With my notepad and pen, I must have looked like a 
lost and weary traveler as I strolled into the quick stop at 
the local gas station. 
"Are you lost?" a Cle Elum resident asked. 
"I need directions to Cascade Recording," I replied. 
Everyone looked at me, confused. Thanks to the phone 
book I found my way. Shockingly enough, the studio 
turned out to be a small operation housed in a backyard 
shed. With no sign on the outside reading Cascade 
Recording studios, it was no wonder its existence was 
unheard of by some people. 
"We advertise a lot by word-of-mouth," Bob Vonfeldt, 
music arranger and producer at Cascade Recording, said. 
The studio receives much of its business from the 
Yakima, Tri-Cities and Seattle areas, but hardly any from 
Joe Whiteside/obse. ·er 
Cle Elum bakery employee Kara Odiaga 
takes a customer order, showing why cus-
tomer service is a_ priority. 
Cle Elum. 
I felt transported to the Los Ang~les recording scene as 
I entered. An impressive gallery of framed CDs by past 
Cascade recording artists face the front entrance. The pro-
fessional looking appearance of each one proved to me 
the reliability and authenticity of the studio. 
"You can come to the studio with an idea and leave 
with a finished product," Vonfeldt said. 
Cascade Recording, owned by Allen and 
See Cle Elum, Page 9 
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David 
Lygre, 
chemistry 
professor, 
has been 
CLE ELUM: Fine dining . 
and friendly people live 
in this Cascade town 
t . 
interested 
in running 
for 24 
years. 
Re mi 
Fattal/Observer 
Central prof pushes physical limits 
By: Amy Barney 
Staff reporter 
Gentle rolling hills and a pleasant countryside sur-
rounded chemistry professor David Lygre as he ran with 
approximately 129 other runners in a challenging 100-
mile race on Feb. 3-4 in Huntsville, Texas. Lygre finished 
in ninth place with a time of 19 hours, 10 minutes in "The 
Rocky Raccoon 100." 
"The trails were rough; many of us took a few tum-
bles," Lygre said. About 60 percent of the runners fin-
ished the race. 
The 100 miles consisted of five 20-mile loops through 
the park. Runners had a 30-hour time limit.. The run is 
continuous from start to finish, but running is only half 
the battle of this 100-mile adventure. Runners must carry 
a pack with a change of clothes, a flashlight for running at 
night and a supply of food and water at all times. Four aid 
stations keep the runners healthy as they distribute food, 
water and first aid to the exhausted participants. 
One of the highlights of Lygre's run was his sighting 
of a wild armadillo. According to Lygre, the racers had to 
run through swamps that supposedly contained alligators, 
but he didn't see any. 
Lygre started running in 1977 to lose weight and has 
never stopped. At 58 years of age he still averages 45 
miles a week year-round. 
"Running kind of got out of hand," Lygre said. 
He began running marathons in 1979 and runs one or 
two a year. In the beginning, he tried different distances, 
but had to keep looking until he found a distance that 
challenged him. 
"One hundred mile races are a very interesting physi-
cal and mental challenge," Lygre said. 
During these types of races, runners think constantly 
about their diet, their clothing and their pain reliever to 
optimize their physical capabilities. An important factor 
in completing the race is diet. Runners need excessive 
calories to keep them going. 
"The last 40 miles I was powered by frappuccinos; I 
had seven in 40 miles," Lygre said. 
Lygre participates in the treacherous races for many 
reasons. Lygre said the challenge .of such a long race is so 
great that a wonderful camaraderie develops between the 
runners. His craving for these challenging races is relat-
ed to the other runners. 
"No matter how fast each of us runs, we have great 
respect for anyone who is attempting to do such a difficult 
distance," he said. "The fitmosphere is friendly and mutu-
ally supportive:" 
Continued from page 8 
Teresa Larsen, started 10 years ago. 
During that time, the Larsens have 
continually upgraded the studio's 
equipment. Presently, the studio con-
sists of a main lobby area, a control 
room, a large performance area with 
three isolation booths, a MIDI studio 
and a 32-track board. 
Cascade uses the most elaborate 
equipment to meet their clients' 
needs, and any band interested in 
recording their next demo or full-
length CD might want to come in. 
Those interested should check out 
www.cascade recording.com. 
Cle Elum Bakery is legendary in 
the Northwest as far south as 
California. People from all walks of 
life come to this historical place just 
for the bread and other pastries. 
Incidentally, the baker still cooks the 
bread in the original b.rick oven used 
back when the bakery opened in 
1906. 
A whiff of fresh baked goods hit 
my nose as I walked in. The estab-
lishment's friendly employees, Kara 
Odiaga and Heather Kerchner greet-
ed me. 
"It smells like this all the time," 
Odiaga said. 
Kerchner is a 22-year resident of 
the United States. She is originally 
from Yorkshire Dales County in 
England. When she is not busy at the 
Question ol the Week Suryrise, Suryrise, we (ove tfiis 6eautiju( 
room!! 'T'fianks for tfie fiosyitafity. 
What one thing could be 
changed to make Central better? 
"Move the campus out of Ellensburg." -
Samuel Moore, junior, electronic engineer-
ing 
"Have a super SUB to keep the students on 
campus." - Kristine Mathews, junior, 
communication 
"Improved communication of events, activi-
ties and dubs." - Melissa Hansen, sopho~ 
more, family consumer sciences 
"Put a bigger gym vvith better facilities and _ 
get students more involved with activities 
and programs." - Jamie Nicole, sopho-
more, psychology 
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bakery, she runs her own catering 
business as a personal chef. 
During a visit, make sure to try 
their French crunch bread and their 
Italian cinnamon pastry, torchetti. 
For dinner, we tried out the 
Cottage Cafe. The tables were a sick-
ly pink color and reminded me of 
Pepto Bismol. I ordered their- teriyaki 
steak meal and was satisfied by the 
taste but appalled by the size. My 6-
ounce looked like a 2-ounce. 
A place which should definitely 
not be skipped, though, is the 
Caboose Bar and Grill. Owners Ben 
Fry and Marilyn Bolles started the 
business only six months ago and 
already they're the talk of the town. 
Friendly service, a welcoming 
atmosphere, and great food charac-
terize the grill. On Wednesday, the 
grill serves a great 32-ounce porter-
house T-bone dinner. On Friday, 
starting at 4 p.m., a 12-ounce prime 
rib dinner special . is served for 
$10.95. 
"From their steak, to their salad, 
to their fish and chips, everything is 
good," local customers Lou and 
Kathy Amodei said. 
I left Cle Elum with a great 
impression of a little, friendly town, 
knowing I would return to either 
record some music, try out some 
great baked goods or sink my teeth 
into a juicy steak at the grill. 
I recommend stopping by on the 
next trip you take over the pass . 
...-----Advertisement----. 
Ready for another 
quarter of cheap tacos 
and All You Can Eat 
Buffalo Wings! 
Pounders Bar & Grill is 
continuing the tradition and 
once again serving up .25 
cent tacos every Tuesday 
from 4 to 9 p.m. 
New to Pounders this 
quarter is All You Can Eat 
Buffalo Wings. Patrons may · 
choose from 3 different 
sauces and eat to their heart's 
content for only $6.99.~ All 
You Can Eat Wings are 
available every Thursday 
from 4 to 9 p.m. 
Pounders Bar & Grill 
features a daily happy hour 
that runs from 4 to 6. p.m. 
During this time domestic 
beer and well drinks are 
, served for $1.50. Pounders 
also offers Happy Hour spe-
cials Monday through Thurs-
day from~ · to 11 p.m. 
C'mon down and enjoy 
the fun!!!!! 
Now open Monday 
through Saturday! 
317 N. Main 962-4141 
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Very bad laughs for weekend rental 
Okay, so we've made it 
past midterms; well, barely. 
We're tired, we're wonder-
ing why we are even here 
and we're waiting for it all 
to be over with so that we 
can go sip Sea Breezes at 
some tropical destination 
(or at least at our local bar). 
It's a Friday night and of course we have no 
money. So, we run down to the video store 
of our preference looking for a movie that 
will allow us to forget that we are stuck here 
in dreary Ellensburg until March. We want 
a comedy, something funny that will bright-
en our day. We walk to the comedy section 
and select a flick: "Very Bad Things." 
Written and directed by Peter Berg, star 
of "Chicago Hope," this movie is an adven-
ture full of surprises and comedic twists. 
Starring Christian Slater, CameroA Diaz, 
and a handful of other familiar faces, 
including Daniel Stern and Jon Favreau 
(Swingers), "Very Bad Things" starts out on 
a light note. The plot: Favreau and Diaz are 
to be married, but before they do, "the 
boys" want to take the groom on a little road 
trip to Vegas to celebrate his last days as a 
b;tchelor. 
What starts out as a seemingly innocent 
night o( drinking and gambling in Sin City 
takes a full 360 when the boys get back to 
their penthouse suite. The five guys are jolt-
ed out of their drug and alcohol-induced 
stupor when a stripper dies in their bath-
room. Then the dark side of the movie 
emerges. The guys, instead of enjoying 
their evening, end up in the desert burying 
the evidence. The movie continues on with 
more "accidents" and more laughs, as these 
wayward travelers make their way down the 
aisle. 
Diaz plays a bride-to-be that will not let 
her big day be spoiled, no matter who has to 
die. Slater plays the best man, who takes 
his duty to the next level and tries to elimi-
nate everyone who could expose their Vegas 
mishaps. All in all the movie is hilarious, 
but I suggest watching it more than once in 
order to fully appreciate its dark hµmor. It 
is definitely not for the meek or those who 
are into Disney flicks. 
At times, it's a little graphic and bloody, 
but if your stomach and conscience can 
make it past that, it will surprise you with its 
twisted humor. I recommend renting this 
film if you're in a sinister mood and you 
want to laugh. 
Michael Bennett/Observer r 
Members of role-playing clubs practice medieval combat methods. 
Students find new club that hurts 
by Jaimee Castaneda 
Staff reporter 
A fantasy life comes alive when the New 
England Role-playing Organization (NERO) 
Northwest Chapter meets for its monthly ren-
dezvous. The group explores prop fighting and 
role-playing using elements of character devel-
opment, costumes and weapons packed into a 
weekend adventure. 
"This is a great way to unwind from a long 
week," said Keith Lambert, junior computer 
science major. 
After developing a character's background, 
each participant must wear a full costume 
reflecting the medieval theme. The costume 
includes armor or some representation of it. 
Along with the costume, a weapon is neces-
sary. There are strict rules, all weapons must 
be homemade and made from PVC pipe or pipe ,,.. 
insulation. 
The game officially starts at 8 p.m. on 
Friday night and runs through noon on Sunday 
between the months of April and October. The 
five members meet with other members, from 
the west side of the state, to gather at a camp- r 
site near White Pass. 
"During that time, you never know what's 
going to end up happening," said Lambert. 
The games require participants to come up 
with alternatives to a battle. situation that has 
been created and to perform accordingly as 
their character. Each game consists of a plot r 
line that may continue or end with each meet-
ing. This is what helps distinguish the differ-
ence between NERO and AMTGARD, which 
is another role-playing club on campus. 
Women's Achievement Celebration honors helpers 
by Andrea Spiller 
Staff reporter . 
It's time to celebrate. No, the rest of the quar-
ter wasn't miraculously canceled. It's time for the 
annual Women's Achievement Celebration (WAC), 
which celebrates individuals who have assisted 
women in personal and professional ways to excel, 
take risks and better themselves. 
WAC was started three years ago by the Center 
for Student Empowerment CE-Center), to recog-
nize students, staff, faculty and local community 
members for their achievements. However, this 
year's program is going to be different than in pre-
vious years. 
The E-center is kicking off the celebration with 
a banquet on Feb. 21, at 5 p.m. The banquet will 
honor three award winners: 
• Gary Frederick, physical education professor 
and softball coach; 
• Andrea Dugan, director of Prevention 
Services for Kittitas County; 
• Linda MacDicken, health care specialist and 
physician's assistant. 
Students, staff, faculty and members of the 
community are invited to celebrate and recognize 
the nominees and award winners for their roles in 
women's achievement. Tickets to the banquet cost 
$5 and can be purchased at the SUB Information 
Booth, Jerrol's or the Ellensburg Chamber of 
Commerce. 
The celebration will continue on Feb. 22 at the 
women's basketball game versus Western 
Washington University. There will be live bands, 
free T-shirts for the first 150 fans, and over 100 
Frisbees will be given away. At halftime, the 
award winners will be recognized and door prizes 
will be distributed throughout the game. The E-
Center is hoping to break the current record atten-
dance for women's basketball at Central, which is 
900-1000 fans. 
"It will be a great time and it gives students a 
great opportunity to cheer for CWU and give 
Western a bad time," Josh Sherin, marketing spe-
cialist and co-coordinator of WAC, said. 
The pre-game entertainment begins at 5 p.m. 
and the game follows shortly after. 
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Thunderbird Hotel rocks 
with wild Tahoe Room 
As both of 
you who read 
my columns 
may know, I like 
to go out on 
occasion for a 
few bowls of 
loudmouth soup, 
if you know 
what I mean. Last Friday was one of 
those occasions and, with the inten-
tion of mixing business with pleasure 
(shaken, _!lot stirred), my party decid-
ed to check out the Tahoe Room, 
located in the Thunderbird Motel. 
We walk in; what appeared to be 
a couple of regulars bellied up 
against the bar nod their heads in 
acknowledgement. We could only 
sit, order a round and mind our own 
business at the top of our lungs as we 
anticipate the entertainment. 
The employees were friendly and 
the atmosphere looks like, well, that 
of a motel lounge, so we knew we 
were in the . right place. The drink 
glasses weren't exactly colossal but 
they put enough of the sweet, sweet 
hooch in to make you want to order 
more. I stuck ·with screwdrivers. 
Needless to say, I felt like a champ 
the next day. 
When the lights came on to illu-
minate the dance floor and the all too 
familiar sound of "Boot Scootin' 
Boogie" came pouring out of the 
speakers, we knew the party had just 
begun. Ellensburg locals started· 
pouring in from the parking lot and 
making straight for the dance floor. 
Things calmed down a little after 
a raucous start and, one by one, 
patrons took the stage to treat us to a 
sampling of their velvety tones. 
I woke up in my bed the next 
morning, so I must have made it 
home at the end of the night. The 
evening's events seemed like a beau-
tiful dream set in the Ellensburg real-
ity of the Tahoe Room. For those 
'with a taste for strong drinks and 
Country and Western music, this is 
definitely the place for a good time. 
Faculty put their skills on 
the line with new exhibit 
by Jerry Mooketsane 
Staff Reporter 
Sarah Spurgeon Gallery is dis-
playing a faculty exhibition. Inside 
the gallery, patrons find art done by 
professors and students within the art 
department. 
"It's a wonderful example of what 
our faculty is doing," Jim Sahlstrand, 
- art professor and gallery director, 
said. 
Those who attend the exhibition 
will have an opportunity to view and 
purchase the art on display. The 
exhibit includes all forms of art rang-
ing from sculptures and paintings to 
photography and digital art. 
The hours for the exhibition are 
Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 
Aaron Zerby/Observer 
C.J.K. Papadopoulos dis-
plays one of his works at 
the gallery. 
4:30 p.m. On Saturday and Sunday 
the hours are noon to 3 p.m. 
Everyone is welcome to attend 
the exhibit in Randall room 126. 
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Remi Fattal/Observer 
Love was in the air Monday as GALA members gathered in the SUB to tie the knot. 
Gay marriages come off without a 
hitch as SUB plays chapel for a day 
by Amy Barney 
Staff reporter 
Family, friends, spectators and curious onlookers 
joined in the SUB Pit on Monday to watch the fourth 
annual GALA wedding. The crowd was responsive 
and respectful with applause and intent listening. 
"I though it was nice; I've never been to a same-
sex marriage before," said Nikki Bushue, sports fit-
ness and management freshman. 
Other viewers remained ambivalent about the cer-
emony. 
"I'm not sure how I feel about same-sex mar-
riages," said Alana Davis, a leisure services major. 
"I'm not against them, but I also don't support them." 
The purpose of the ceremony was to inform the 
campus community about the lack of marriage rights 
within the gay and lesbian community. 
"It is important for people to realize we need 
events like this to open their eyes," said Jason Szeto, 
GALA president. "We are not looking for special 
rights, we are looking for equal rights." 
The commitment ceremony, although not legally 
recognized, carried characteristics similar to a legal 
marriage. 
Grooms Sean Soth and Jesse Caparas were united 
in front of the onlookers wearing tuxes and smiles. 
Accompanying the couple, brides Maredith Dixon and 
Racheal Kincade declared their commitment for each 
other dressed in white and beige dresses. The couples 
were happy with the outcome of the ceremony. 
"For a school as small as Central, I wa_s surprised 
at the amount of support that was shown," Dixon said. 
"I now feel a lot safer here." 
The community also showed its support through 
donations. Walter's Flowers donated beautiful red 
roses and Vinmas's Bakery donated a large cake. 
Nate Harris, the secretary on the executive board 
for GALA who planned the event, began the ceremo-
ny by welcoming the guests and explaining the pro-
ceedings. Then friends of the couples read poems and 
shared thoughts of their love. 
"Canon in D" by Pachelbel played and all eyes 
turned to the make-shift aisle as the two pairs made 
their way to the front of the crowd. 
Jane Newall, ordained in the Metropolitan 
Community Church (MCC) and a pastor in Yakima at 
the Rainbow Cathedral MCC, performed the 
exchange of vows. 
In closing, Newall presented the couples to the 
audience, as she declared them as life partners. 
The Rev. Newall performs both heterosexual mar-
riages and homosexual unions and sees nothing wrong 
with same-sex marriages. 
"I believe that same-sex couples should have the 
same rights for marriage as heterosexual couples," 
Newall said. "They are equally married in the eyes of 
God and God has more authority than the govern-
ment." 
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Central's ROTC made 
the parking lot near the 
Umptanum waterfall 
their base camp, with a 
fleet of vehicles, an 
assortment of gear 
(above) and a bonfire 
for cooking lunch 
(right). 
Instructor/Enrollment 
Officer Kevin Wesolowski 
, supervises the fire build-
ing process. 
Photos by Aaron Clifford/Observer 
HUMMERS 
IN THE SNOW 
The ROTC practices 
land nav. in winter 
Aaron Clifford 
Outdoor Editor 
The hills were crawling with men 
in camouflage last Saturday. Armed 
with a compass, protractor and map 
and carrying a full pack, each 
searched through the snow and 
underbrush for hidden objectives. 
Central's Army ROTC, along 
with 30 new cadets from the Army 
Reserve and National Guard, held a 
practice session on land navigation 
skills ne_ar Manastash Ridge. 
Instructor/Enrollment Officer 
Kevin Wesolowski explained that 
land navigation is a key part of being 
a soldier and an important part of 
training in the Army ROTC program. 
The cadets were supplied with the 
same pieces of equipment they 
would use in the field as full-fledged 
soldiers and given eight positions to 
plot and find. Working in. teams, 
pairs, or alone, depending on their 
skill levels, the participants spread 
out over the hills. A time limit of 
four hours was given to complete the 
course, which included objectives 
almost one mile apart. Many of the 
objectives were hidden in thick brush 
and proved difficult to find. 
Land navigation is a class offered 
to students in the ROTC program. 
The intent is to give cadets the basic 
skills needed to find their way from 
point to point in the field. Cadets 
attend two practice sessions per year, 
generally in spring and fall. This 
year's second session was held early 
and required snowshoes and wet 
weather gear. 
The ROTC program will be offer-
ing a survival cours~ spring quarter. 
The course will be taught by Master 
Sergeant Alan Buford and will cover 
basic skills for survival in the local 
environment. 
Squad Leader Michael "Airborne" Ferguson 
plots the objectives of the land navigation 
course using a compass, map and protractor. 
As an MS-3 (Jv1ilitary Science junior) Ferguson 
was required to work alone and hold a code of 
silence while running the course. (upper right) 
Lt. Colonel Mark Souza gives the ·ROTC group 
last minute instructions and a little motivation 
before sending them into the field~ (left) 
Men's B-Ball: Feb. 15 @ Western Washington 
Feb. 1 7 @ Seattle Pacific University 
Women's B-3all: Feb. 15 @ Western Oregon 
Swimming: 
Feb. 17@ Humboldt State University 
Feb. 15-17 @ Pacific Swimming Conference 
Senior 
Aussie 
drains 
threes 
by Tony Mayer 
Contributing writer 
Fans can always tell when 
senior forward Damien Chapman is 
having a good game for the 
Wildcats. It starts raining threes. 
Against Western Oregon last 
Thursday, Chapman dropped seven 
three-pointers on the Wolves en 
Joe Whiteside/Observer 
route to a 21-
poi n t perfor-
mance. 
junior forward Justin Thompson takes to the air against Humboldt State University in the Wildcats 108-96 victory. Chapman is a native 
Australian 
from Fitzroy, 
Men avenge 
earlier losses 
By Kevin Endejan 
Staff reporter 
Revenge loomed on the minds of the Wildcat 
men's basketball players last week when they took 
on conference foes Western Oregon University and 
Humboldt State University. 
Earlier this season, Cen'tral lost two consecu-
tive heart-breakers by three-points each to both 
opponents. 
Thursday night, the Wildcats came out ready to 
play against the Western Oregon Wolves. 
Central displayed a high level of energy from 
the tip. Senior center Matt McDonald blocked the 
Wolves' first shot of the game, which led to a 
three-pointer from Central's Damien Chapman. 
The senior guard's three-pointers were the story of 
the game, as he hit seven of his 10 attempts. 
After struggling with his shooting on the road 
Chapman was happy to be home. 
"We have the best rims and the best court," 
Chapman said. "It's just great to be back in a good 
gym." 
The Wildcats out-rebounded and out-hustled 
the Wolves in the first half, resulting in a 41-28 
lead at halftime. 
Central came out in the second half continuing 
their aggressive play. By the nine minute mark, the 
Wildcats built their largest lead of 29 points 73-44. 
Western Oregon went on a 23-7 scoring run of 
their own in the final eight minutes but it was too 
little too late. Central beat the Wolves 80-67. 
Chapman led the Wildcats with 21 points on his 
seven three-point shots. 
"I think our guys did a great job defensively 
and having patience with attacking Western 
Oregon's press and zone," head coach Greg 
Sparling said. 
Saturday night, the Wildcats looked to redeem 
themselves once more, this time against the 
Humboldt State Lumberjacks. Not only was 
revenge a factor, but they were also in a tie with 
Humboldt for third place in the Pacwest 
Conference. 
The Lumberjacks jumped out to a quick 5-0 
lead, but this was the only time they would have it. 
The Wildcats quickly took control on a 
Chapman three-pointer, which put them up 7-5, 
and they never looked back. 
By halftime, Central had a 55-41 advantage, 
led by Justin Thompson's 21 first-half points. 
Thompson had some spectacular plays 
throughout the game, including a reverse dunk and 
several other acrobatic shots. 
"He's a flat-out scorer," Sparling said. "You try 
to block his shot and he keeps going up higher and 
higher. He has like a third or fourth floor he can 
get up to." 
The second half was all Wildcats. With 14 
minutes left in the game, senior guard Paul Felker 
hit three consecutive three-point shots in one 
minute to give Central a 76-58 lead. 
The Lumberjacks tried to hang around by going 
on a IO-point run with three minutes left, but the 
Wildcats sealed the deal and came away with a 
I 08-96 victory. 
Thompson finished with 27 points and 12 
rebounds. Five other Wildcats scored in double 
figures.This latest victory puts the 9-4 Wildcats in 
sole possession of the third place in the Pacific 
West Conference. They are only one game behind 
Seattle Pacific (10-3) and two behind Western 
Joe Whiteside/Observer 
Justin Thompson dunked two of his 
team high 27 points over the flat 
footed Lumberjacks while Central 
head coach Sparling looked on. 
Washington (l l-2). 
The Wildcats have won six of their last seven 
games. Coach Sparling credits his team's recent 
success to having everyone healthy for the first 
time this season and getting solid production off 
the bench. 
Central is back on the road this week, taking on 
Western Washington tonight and Seattle Pacific on 
Saturday. Both of these games weigh heavy on the 
Wildcats hopes of making it to the playoffs. 
"This is what it's all about. It's going to be a 
war, because everyone is fighting for playoff posi-
tion," Sparling said. 
a suburb of 
Melbourne .... · 
After touring 
the United 
States three 
times with his 
club team, he 
moved to 
Yakima and 
started play-
ing for Yakima Valley College in 
January 1998. During that fresh-
man season he became friends with 
current Wildcat senior Brandon 
Rinta, who encouraged Chapman 
to join him at Central after his 
sophomore campaign in 1999. 
Since arriving on the Wildcat 
scene last year, Chapman has con-
sistently hit jumpers from all over 
the court. In order to develop that 
talent, he has adjusted to a closer 
three-point line in the college game 
than in Australia, as well as spend-
ing extra time outside of formal 
practices to hone his craft. 
"I take it upon myself to go out 
and shoot over and over every 
chance I can," Chapman said. 
Chapman brings an unmistak-
able emotional approach to the 
floor for head coach Greg 
Sparling's team. Whether it's the 
chest bump he gives his teammates 
during pre-game introductions or 
engaging in a spirited debate with 
an official who just called 
Chapman for a foul, he fires up his 
teammates and Central fans alike. 
"You have to psych yourself 
somehow for the game, so that's 
how I do it," Chapman said. 
He is finishing a degree in 
Business Administration and plans 
to play professionally in Australia 
once he leaves Central. 
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Central women earn redemption against Alaska 
by Kevin E11deja11 
Staff reporter 
After a grueling six game road 
trip, the Wildcat women returned 
home last week to face conference 
hoops opponents Alaska Fairbanks 
and Alaska Anchorage. 
"Three weeks on the road, that's 
the toughest road trip I've been on in 
nine years." head coach Jeff Whitney 
said. 
Thursday night. the Wildcats 
were looking for redemption against 
the Alaska Fairbanks Nanooks, who 
handed them an embarrassing 74-49 
defeat on the road earlier this season. 
The Wildcats jumped out to a quick 
7-0 start. They forced the Nanooks 
into four turnovers on their first four 
possessions. Tough defense com-
bined with accurate shooting helped 
the Wildcats build a lead they would 
not relinquish. 
Central was led in the first half by 
hot shooting from junior center Rose 
Shaw and senior guard Kristen 
Willis, who was perfect from the 
field. The Wildcats built a I 9-point 
lead by the half, 48-29. 
The second half was almost iden-
tical to the first. Central continued to 
pres~ure the Nanooks, forcing them 
into 25 turnovers Thursday. 
"Our defense is the best in the 
conference when it is on," Whitney 
said. 
The Wildcats got their revenge 
crushing the Nanooks 83-65. 
Joe Whiteside/Observer 
Senior guard Kristen Willis shooting from outside the arc. 
Shaw led Central in scoring with 
22. Senior guard Cherae Walker had 
12, Willis had 11 and sophomore 
guard Megan Kautzky had I 0. 
Saturday night, the Wildcats host-
ed the Alaska Anchorage Seawolves, 
who were winners of their last six 
games. The game featured two of the 
top defensive teams in the confer-
ence and it showed on the score-
board. 
With seven minutes remaining in 
the first half, Central went on a I 0-0 
run that put them up 20-16 at half-
time. The rally was highlighted by a 
lay-in at the buzzer by Walker. 
Central was able to maintain their 
lead in the second half. The 
Seaw<?lves fought to keep within 
reach but could never gain the lead. 
low scoring," Whitney said. "We're 
the two best teams defensively in the 
Pac West." 
Again, Shaw Jed in scoring with 
15 points. Walker had 14 and junior 
forward Jody Sargent had 12. 
"Overall it's a great win~ it pro-
pels us into our next game," Whitney 
said. 
This victory puts the Wildcats 11-
5 in a three-way tie for third place 
with Northwest Nazarene and Alaska 
FairbanKs. They are one game behind 
Western Washington and two games 
behind conference leader Seattle 
Pacific, who they upset earlier this 
season in the Emerald City. They 
will face both of these teams next 
weekend in Nicholson Pavilion. 
"We stepped up and played our 
kind of basketball. We were unselfish 
and got after it defensively," Shaw 
said. "We knew we were going to 
win from .the second we stepped on 
the court." 
Despite shooting 30 percent from 
the field, the Wildcats were able to 
come away with an important 56-46 
win. 
"We knew that it was going to be 
"We control our own destiny and 
this team is very capable of finishing 
first," Whitney said. 
The Wildcats are on the road to 
face Western Oregon (9-7) and 
Humboldt State (6-10) this week. 
Joe Whiteside/Observer 
Junior center Rose Shaw drives to the basket in the 
Wildcats' victory against Alaska last weekend. 
Wildcats place second at Northwest Conference Championships 
by Nichoi Braucht 
Staff reporter 
Central wrestlers snatched the second place title at the 
Northwest National Conference last Saturday. 
The conference included four other schools; Southern 
Oregon University, Pacific University, Simon Fraser, and host 
Pacific Lutheran University. 
The Wildcats brought home one weight class champion, three 
second place titles, two third place titles and three fourth place 
titles. 
Freshman Ross Kondo, wrestling at 133 pounds, took first 
place in his weight class. Kondo defeated Kahaa Rezantes of 
Pacific in overtime to win the match 10-8. Rezantes was last 
year's champion at 125 pounds. Kondo brought home the only 
first place title for the Wildcats. 
"I was really excited, this was the first tournament that I have 
won." Kondo said. 
Junior Cole Denison, who has been having a very successful 
season, placed second in the 141-pound weight class. Denison 
reached the finals with a win over Guy Delvmeau of Pacific. but 
was unable co hold off Jeremy Wynia of SOU in the battle for 
first place. 
Remi Fattal/Observer 
Central wrestlers loosen up during practice. 
The battle for the 165-pound title was a close one that senior 
Matt Ballard would eventually lose. Ballard faced tough com-
petition from freshman John Sills of SOU. Sills had plowed 
through his competition one match at a time, and during the final 
match Ballard was not able to hold him off. 
"I was just having an off weekend," Ballard said about his 
performance during the match for first place. 
Jess Workman, a junior wrestling in the heavyweight divi-
sion, took second place in his weight class. In the championship 
match, Workman lost a 4- I decision to Jon Small of Pacific. 
"I have wrestled him before, but this was the first time that he 
beat me," Workman said about his opponent. "Although I was 
hoping first, I'm happy with second place." 
Freshman Franco Santiago brought down his opponent to 
take the third place spot in the 174-pound weight class. Santiago 
won by decision with a score of 3-1 over Jacob Pence of Pacific. 
Another powerful freshman was D.C. Hazen, who won the 
third place title for the 197-pound weight class. 
Sophomore Ken Salvini, freshman Ty Roberts and senior 
Kyle Smith placed fourth in their respective weight classes. 
The young team was again able to prove themselves as a 
wrestling powerhouse by bringing home many individual titles, 
and placing second overall. With such a strong group of fresh-
man, the Wildcat wrestling team should continue to be a strong 
force in the future. 
"I've been really impressed with how well the freshman are 
doing," Workman said. 
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The baseball team hopes the snow will melt so they can return to a normal routine. 
Baseball drops· first two on the road 
by Meredith Willingham 
Staff reporter 
The Wildcats -0pened the 2001 
baseball season last weekend in 
Lewiston, Idaho against Lewis-Clark 
State College. They were swept by 
the 2000 NAIA 
day of outside practice time, the · scored when junior outfielder Will 
Wildcats were at a disadvantage. The Kilmer singled, and Kilmer himself 
snow and cold weather has forced scored on an- infield error later in the 
the team to practice in the field- ·inning. 
house, while other teams like Lewis- In the fourth inning, Fox scored a 
Clark have had up to a month of run on Kilmer's sacrifice fly, pulling 
playing in the outdoors. the lead to 4-1. Lewis-Clark started 
Head coach to come from behind in the fifth 
national cham-
pions, losing 
the first game 
on Saturday I 0-
0 and the sec-
ond on Sunday 
7-5. 
~'Realistically, 
one inning let 
the game get 
away from 
us. '' 
Desi Storey · inning, scoring once and earning two 
said playing hits. In the sixth, Hill batted in a run 
against the when he singled to left field and 
Warriors was senior outfielder Ryan McCarthy 
de f i n i t e I y scored. The game-winning inning 
nerve-wrack- for the Warriors came in the eighth 
ing for the when they scored two runs. 
Lewis-
Clark had 14 
hits m 
Saturday's 
- Coach Storey 
team, but they Of Sunday's game, "We played 
bounced back like we were capable of, approach-
for the game ing the plate well and good defense. 
game, while the 
Wildcats managed five. Senior Tim 
Akins and senior Jeremy Fox had 
two hits apiece, but only two 
Wildcats could reach second base. 
Senior-Marc Parrish was credited 
with the loss on Saturday. The 
Warriors hit a home run off reliever 
Brandon Klump. Sophomore Saul 
Hardin and junior Kevin Jamison 
also pitched in relief. 
Playing against the national 
champions is a tough mental chal-
lenge, and combined with only one 
DATSUN NISSAN 280 ZX. Spent 
$5000 on restoration. Going to 
school, must sell. Sacrifice $1850 
obo. 933-4932 
SUMMER CAMP JOBS for men 
and women (6/16/01-8/24/01). 
Hidden Valley Camp (Granite Falls, 
WA) will be interviewing on 
campus on March 1,2001.Spend 
your summer in a beautiful setting 
while in worthwhile employment! 
Room/Board/Salary. Counselors, 
lifeguards, driver/maintenance staff, 
arts & crafts counselors, drama 
counselor, kitchen staff positions 
and more. Make an appointment 
and get further in formation at the 
Student Employment Office (Barge 
102) or contact us directly by 
phone: (425) 844-8896 or email: 
hvc-wa@ix.netcom.com 311 
ROOMMATE NEEDED, starting 
spring quarter. Share newer 
apartment with one male. Lots of 
amenities. $347.50 w/cable per 
month. Call Nick or Jason, 962-
5324 or stop by Leasing Office at 
on Sunday. We didn't have any errors," Storey 
"I felt like said. 
we had a good second day effort," Regarding the lack of outdoor 
Storey said. "Realistically, one time, the team hopes to be playing 
inning let the game get away from less in the fieldhouse and more on 
us." the baseball diamond. 
On Sunday, the Wildcats led for 
most of the game, but Lewis-Clark 
prevailed in the end, winning 7-5. 
Central scored early on Sunday, 
driving in three runs in the second 
inning, which put the Wildcats ahead 
of the Warriors 3-1. Fox singled and 
then moved to second when junior 
first baseman Seth Hill walked. Both 
SUMMER INTERNSHIPS Earn 
$3000-$7000+ and gain valuable 
business experience working for 
Central Washington University's 
SOfficial Telephone Directory. 
Excellent advertising, sales and 
marketing opportunity. GREAT 
RESUME BOOSTER! Call Renee 
at AroundCampus, Inc. 1-800-466-
2221 ext 334. 
www.aroundcampus.com 4119 
FOR SALE: TELEMARK SKIS. 
Pre 4 185, Riva cable bindings with 
Baile release plate. Brand new 
Garmont Velose boots, women's size 
7 112. $300 . Contact Carrie at 899-
0196 2/22 
FRATERNITIES - SORORITIES 
CLUBS - STUDENT GROUPS 
Earn $1000-$2000 this quarter with 
the easy Campusfundraiser.com 
three hour fundraising event. No 
sales required. Fundraising dates 
are filling quickly, so call today! 
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at 
(888) 923-3238, or visit 
"We have two weeks to practice 
before we play again; maybe the 
snow will melt," Storey said. 
The Wildcats will have a break 
this week to gear up for their next 
game. The team will travel to Walla 
Walla Feb. "23-25 in the Whitman 
Invitational. 
SPRING AND SUMMER CAMP 
JOBS at Camp Killoqua, Everett, 
WA. Spring Outdoor Edu"cation 
Naturalists March 26 - June 1. 
Summer Camp counselors, life-
guards,. horseback riding specialists, 
unit directors and cooks June 14 -
August18th. Call 425-258-5437 or 
www.snohomishcampfire.org/camp 
jobs.htm. 
I WANT TO SELL A SIX 
DRAWER DRESSER AND A 
TWO DRAWER NIGHTSTAND. 
Make me an offer. 933-3625 
FOR SALE: MORROW TODD 
RICHARDS snowboard. 154 with 
switch bindings. Heel side Explorer 
boots, women's size 7. $275. 
Contact Carrie at 899-0196 
WORD PROCESSOR- Perfect 
condition. Good for writing papers, 
letters, etc. Prints or uses disk, so can 
print on campus. $30. 933-4932 
DO YOU WANT TO BE A 
University Court Apartmentss. 
· www.camuusfundraiser.com 3/8 MENTOR? Be a part of Bridges! 
Work with children in the Lower 
HIGH QUALITY TREADMILL, 
NEED A PAPER PROOFREAD? Yakima Valley. For more informa-LIKE NEW. SportsArt 3100. Call: 
A dollar a page--call Heather at 962- tion, contact Lois Breedlove at 963-925-3057 
2364. 1046. 
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FOR SALE: 1989 MAROON SPRIN& CLEANIN&? SUBARU WAGON, 4-wheel drive, 
132,000 miles, 1.8 liter with 4 Studenrn! cylinders. Power windows, doors and 
locks, cruise control. Really clean, Sell your unWanted no dents, runs well and had recent 
tune-up. $3500 OBO. Contact Carrie stuff here at no 
or Jon at 899-0196 
cost. Studenrn can 
EARN $2860 TO $3300 IN 7 place classifieds WEEKS.June 17 -August 4, 2001. 
Room & Board and insurance FREE! provided. Excellent work experi-
ence opportunity as Resident Advisor Call 963-1026 
or Activities Director working with 
high school students during residential 
summer school at Big Bend Commu-
nity College, Moses Lake, WA for Clll991FIEI) AIJ9 
more information call (509) 762-
535 lx203 or email: cast $3.50 lor the 
hroffice@bbcc.ctc.edu.EEO 318 nm15wards. 
SUMMER EXPERIENCE OF Foradslaraerlhan15 
YOUR LIFE! Be part of a 50 year wards, 
camping tradition in beautiful Western the rate Is $3.50 PIUS Washington. CYO Summer Camps 
seek caring, enthusiastic students to 20cents 
work as general and specialty camp tar each addlllanal counselors. Room!Board plus Salary. 
Please contact Sara Freedman at the ward 
Catholic Youth Organization at 
saraf@seattlearch.org, 1-800-950-4963 per lnserllan. 
or www.seattlearch.org/cyo. 311 
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Irttramural Soccer Standings 
Co-ed Y 
PE 113.02 
Ellensburg Reds 
Atlas 
FC Central 
Wins 
5 
4 
3 
3 
Knights of the Herms 2 
Zip It! 2 
UBA 1 
Chris Kinman 0 
MensZ 
Pumas Erbnesto 
Ruff necks 
Slim Shady 
Yamato Domo-C 
Pumas Ikkan 
Cheefs 
Bring your teaching degree to 
Wins 
6 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
In California you'll ~ave more choices for school locations, teaching environments, climate, sports, 
entertainment and places to live than in any other state. And you'll be weJcomed with open arms 
and minds eager to learn. We need you here. To learn how easy it is to get here, call toll-free 
1-888-CalTeach or visit our website atwww.calteach.com. 
• Competitive starting salaries and benefits 
• Smaller class sizes in schools statewide 
• Housing and cost of living incentives 
• Strong community support for teachers 
• Beautiful and diverse climate and scenery 
Losses 
0 
1 
1 
2 
2 
4 
4 
6 
Losses 
0 
1 
2 
3 
5 
5 
Ties 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
0 
1 
0 
Ties 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
Opinion · 
XFL needs 
fine tuning 
by Aaron Clifford 
Outdoor Editor 
The Superbowl is over, but foot-
ball season has just begun for the 
XFL. This new league hopes to win 
fans. and pass up the NFL with its 
tough but trashy attitude. 
The changes in rules from the 
NFL makes the game more violent 
and unpredictable, but the XFL 
needs to take things a little further if 
they really want to be tough man 
football. 
I suggest these changes: 
1. Eliminate all face masks and 
personal fouls other than punching 
in the face and biting to draw blood. 
2. Only allow teams to kick field 
goals for the extra point, no more 
three-point game winning kicks. 
3. No helmets for kickers. 
4. Iron Man defense for all teams, 
with no replacements. Let them play 
with whomever they start with. 
5. More games in places with 
extreme weather. I want to see 
games in two feet of snow with sub-
zero temperatures. 
6. Anabolic steroids. Let the 
teams practice in Canada and come 
to the U.S. for game day. 
The XFL is like the Job Corps for 
washed up college players who 
majored in bus.iness but couldn't get 
a job with their dad's company. 
There is also room for fallen heroes 
of the NFL: Jon Kitna may find a 
new home. Players are paid a few 
thousand per game, plus a bonus if 
they win, which is just enough to pay 
off child support bills and support a 
mild coke habit between games. 
The XFL is definitely low-class 
entertainri1ent, only slightly better 
than roller derby and professional 
wrestling. 
It's a shame, but sometimes we 
need to return to our dirty, ignorant 
American roots. I have a feeling that 
this will this will be a popular theme 
during the next four years. 
